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If you don’t learn the right 
lessons from an incident, 
it will happen again.

The Three 
Ages of Safety
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Safety in aviation and maritime domains 
has greatly improved over the years, but 
there is no room for complacency. This 
is especially the case as we approach 
systems with ever more automation and 
use of remote control in both industries. 
It is also more complicated because 
‘human error’ is often seen as the root 
cause, when usually it is the system that 
leads people into mistakes, and seafarers 
and flight crew alike so often save the day. 
 
Accidents, incidents and near misses all 
offer us valuable lessons from which to 
improve safety, to do better next time. Yet 
in the aftermath of adverse events, the 
wish to blame someone, which makes 
sense of something that was never 
intended to happen, might make us lose 
sight of the real causes of accidents, 
leading to more tragedy and loss. 

The key to learning is using the right 
tool with which to understand what 
happened and why. This means 
going beyond the surface ‘facts’ and 
suppositions, seeing beneath the ‘usual 
suspects’ of factors that yield little in 
terms of how to prevent the next one.  
 
The SHIELD (Safety Human Incident & 
Error Learning Database) taxonomy has 
been developed by reviewing a number 
of existing taxonomies - in this case, 
a set of related terms for describing 
human performance and error - to 
derive a means of objectively classifying 
events in a way that helps us develop 
safety countermeasures afterwards. 
Whilst it can analyse single events it is 
particularly insightful when looking - 
and learning - across related events.

The first age of safety concerned an almost exclusive focus 
on technical failures, for example structural defects in ships 
or aeroplane design, or succumbing to bad  weather. Such 
accidents led to intense efforts towards safer design, including 
building in both defense in depth and redundancy so that single 
component or structural failures would not be catastrophic. 

The second age of safety logically followed the first, in that human 
error, as it was seen then, became the focus, heralded by notable 
accidents including Three Mile Island (nuclear), Zeebrugge Herald 
fo Free Enterprise (Maritime), Space Shuttle Challenger (Space) 
and Kegworth (Aviation), to name a few.  Human Factors came to 
the fore, whether in selection, procedures and training, or design, 
or Crew Resource Management (CRM) in aviation. The focus on 
Human Factors added a new layer of safety across many domains.

The third, and perhaps fourth ages of safety concentrated  
on underlying issues. Professor James Reason introduced 
the idea of Swiss cheese, and the notion that organisational 
factors, decisions and constraints can create vulnerabilities 
in the system design, leading to more chances for things to 
go wrong. Hollnagel, and others via Safety II,  have focused on 
‘work as done’ in contrast to work as imagined (by designers).  
 
SHIELD ‘s uniqueness is that it focuses more on these latter two 
‘layers’ of accident causality than traditional taxonomies do.
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SHIELD has been developed by Aviation and Maritime partners in 
the SAFEMODE project, as a means to improve Safety Learning, 
and to prevent incidents repeating and turning into accidents. To 
do this, a taxonomy has been developed. A taxonomy is a set of 
terms that are precise, unambiguous and meaningful. Without 
a taxonomy, different people talk about the same event using 
different terms, leading to a ‘Tower of Babel’ effect, which makes 
learning lessons very hard. A taxonomy helps in the following ways:  

A taxonomy helps understanding
How could this have happened?

A taxonomy enables learning
How can we prevent from happening again?

A database supports safety management
What are similar cases?
How often does it happen?
What are the key contributory factors?
What are effective mitigating measures?

A database supports safe design
What designs have led to problems?
What are effective improvements?

The figure overleaf shows the main elements of the SHIELD 
taxonomy, which has built upon notable taxonomies such as 
HFACS and HERA. It goes beyond the ‘surface factors, to also 
consider ‘work as done’ and organisational influences on human 
performance and safety.

SHIELD: A Taxonomy  
and Database for  
Safety Learning The SHIELD taxonomy has been tried and tested on hundredsof 

aviation and maritime incidents and accident reports, toensure 
it is usable and helpful in understanding the event andall its 
contributory factors. Even in aviation, where taxonomieshave 
been in use for some time, its application has led to newinsights, 
particularly at the ‘lower’ levels..

SHIELD  
Architecture
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The SHIELD taxonomy has been tried and tested on hundreds of aviation 
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SHIELD allows the user to enter data on the occurrence 
along the following categories:

 
General  Headline, Confidentiality, Reported by, etc.
 
Occurrence Location, Date, Time of occurrence, Fatalities,  
 Injuries, Damage, Narrative, etc. 
 
Vehicle and Operation Vehicle Category, Year of build, Vehicle specs,
 Vehicle systems,  Operator (company),
 Operation number, Operation type  
 (e.g. mooring), Phase, etc. 
 
Actors Type of actor (e.g. flight crew),  
 Role (e.g. captain), Qualification,  
 Experience, Time on shift, Age, etc. 
 
Contextual factors Precipitation, Visibility, Wind, Light condition,  
 Terrain, Sea condition, Traffic density, etc. 
 
Occurrence information Class (e.g. accident, serious incident), 
 Category (e.g. collision, grounding, 
 runway incursion) 
 
Accident prevention,  Actions that prevented an accident 
 or mitigated consequences. Recommendations  
 arising from incident or accident report

SHIELD & Context:  
Capturing the surface layer
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THE SHIELD ‘ACTS’
What the people involved in the event did (or did not do) is key to 
understanding the event. Sometimes there is only one ‘Act’, but usually 
the more complicated the event, particularly if it resulted in an accident, 
the more actions need to be recorded, in the sequence in which they 
occurred, whether by one or more actors. The Acts are in five categories: 

SHIELD & Context:  
Capturing the Actions

LEVEL 1: ACTS

PERCEPTION
Something not seen. 
Something not heard.
Something not felt.
Visual detection, auditory 
detection, kinesthetic detection. 
Something not detected by other 
senses (e.g. smell, temperature)
Missed, detected late,
wrong thing detected

PLANNING & DECISION MAKING
Plan or decision did not work.
Plan or decision incorrect, 
late, or no plan/decision

INTENTIONAL DEVIATION
Workaround is employed.
Workaround in normal conditions,
Routine workaround, workaround 
in exeptional conditions, sabotage

RESPONSE EXECUTION
Something is done incorrectly.
Wrong timing, wrong sequence, 
right action on wrong object, wrong action on right object, 
lack of physical coordination, no action performed

COMMUNICATING
Plan is correct but not communicated properly.
Wrong / No information transmitted

INTENTIONAL DEVIATION

PERCEPTION

RESPONSE EXECUTION

PLANNING & 
DECISION MAKING

COMMUNICATING

mitigation & learning



Diving Deeper
SHIELD Level 2

LEVEL 2: PRECONDITIONS
• Environment affects vision, movement, hearing, 

mental processing
• Heat or cold stress, acceleration, vibration
• Operation more complex due to weather or 

geographical environment
• Long term isolation

Physical Environment

• Ergonomics & human machine interface issues
• Technology creates unsafe situation
• Workspace layout & design incompatible with safety
• Personal protective equipment interference
• Inadequate communication equipment
• Fuel or materials lead to unsafe performance

Equipment  
& Workplace

• Briefing or handover inadequate
• Inadequate communications due to team members’ 

rank or position
• Language difficulties
• Use of non-standard terminology or complex 

communication

Interpersonal 
Communications

• Team members working towards different goals
• No cross-check & speaking up by team members
• No monitoring & speaking up of team  

status and functioning
• No adaptation of team performance  

in demanding situation
• Long term team confinement
• Group think

Team / Group

• Motion or visual illusion
• Misperception of changing environment
• Misinterpreted or misread instrument

Misperception

• Channelized attention or confusion
• Distraction or inattention
• Geographically lost
• Unsuitable mental model
• Pre-conceived notion or expectancy

Awareness

• Forget actions/intentions
• No/inaccurate recall of information
• Negative habit

Memory

• High or low workload
• Information processing overload
• Startle effect

Mental Workload
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• Emotional state
• Personality style, Confidence level
• Performance/peer pressure
• Motivation
• Pre-existing psychological condition
• Risk underestimation

Personal Factors

• Injury or illness existed during operation, 
• Mental or Physical Fatigue,
• Hypoxia, decompression sickness

Physiological 
Condition

• Recreational drugs & alcohol
• Prescribed drugs or OTC medications
• Inadequate nutrition, hydration or dietary practice

Drugs & Nutrition

• Inadequate experience
• Lack of proficiency
• Inadequate training or currency
• Body size, strength or coordination limitations

Competence, 
Skills & Capabilities
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Diving Deeper
SHIELD Levels 3, 4
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LEVEL 3: OPERATIONAL LEADERSHIP

• No personnel measures against  
regular risky behaviour

• Inappropriate behaviour affects learning
• Personality conflict
• Lack of feedback on safety reporting

Personnel Leadership

• Inadequate risk assessment 
• Inadequate crew or team makeup or composition 
• Inappropriate pressure to perform task
• Activity led or directed beyond capability or without 

adequate equipment

Operations Planning

• Inadequate leadership or supervision
• No correction of unsafe practices
• No enforcement of existing rules
• Allowing unwritten policies to become standard
• Directed deviation

Task Leadership

LEVEL 4: ORGANISATION

• Safety Culture
• Multi-cultural factors

Culture 

• Organisation structure / policy
• Safety risk management (proactive)
• Safety risk assurance (reactive)
• Safety promotion 
• Publications, procedures, written guidance

Safety Management

• Personnel
• Budgets
• Equipment / parts / materials availability
• Inadequate training programs
• Design of equipment or procedures
• Operational information 

Resources

• Contractors
• External business environment
• Economic pressure
• Tempo of operations

Economy & Business

10
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THE TWO SIDES OF SHIELD
SHIELD is both a taxonomy and a database. 
The taxonomy is the language that enables 
safety related events to be analysed 
consistently and unambiguously, so that 
learning can take place. It can be used 
simply as a taxonomy to analyse a single 
event or multiple events by an investigator, 
a company, a safety organisation or a 
Human Factors/Safety expert, to gain 
more insight into what happened and why.   

Using SHIELD 

The SHIELD database gives more power 
to such analysis, because it can go beyond 
single events, or even a company’s own fleet 
experience, to consider a broader range of 
maritime events from which learning can 
be extracted. The SHIELD database allows 
designers to see what went right and what 
went wrong with similar or related designs, 
and allows other operational companies and 
safety organisations to be more strategic 
about safety and Human Factors priorities. 



Why should 
we use SHIELD?
An official accident investigation is conducted 
for each serious maritime accident, however, 
the level of detail changes from accident to 
accident, hence, the details about human 
contributors and organisational issues are 
not systematically analysed and reported in 
a way that makes future extraction of trends 
and comparisons possible. 

Furthermore, the findings obtained by 
applying the SHIELD HF taxonomy can be 
very beneficial for maritime stakeholders, 
especially ship owners and shipping 

companies, since they can allocate more 
efforts to addressing the major accident 
contributors identified. Moreover, it 
can unveil contributory factors that are 
not identified as contributing factors 
in an accident analysis report, thus it 
might help marine safety experts and 
professionals to draft better safety 
policies by including barriers or come 
up with optimum processes. In addition, 
these results can be utilized to develop 
the design and operational measures to 
prevent accidents re-occurrence.

Benefits of SHIELD
There are various benefits of using 
the SHIELD HF taxonomy. Firstly, the 
granularity level, as SHIELD HF taxonomy 
is not only generic enough to minimize the 
risk of inconsistent interpretations of the 
same terms but also sufficiently detailed 
to allow for an adequate understanding 
of the human and organizational factors 
contributing to an unsafe human actions. 
Secondly, SHIELD is well connected with HF 
concepts, as SHIELD HF taxonomy directly 
refers to state of the art HF models, 
assumes an adequate HF competence 
and training for its use, and minimizes the 
risk of blaming individuals when trying to 
understand how the human performance 

contributed to an accident. Thirdly, SHIELD 
also addressess domain specific factors. 
The SHIELD HF taxonomy not only uses 
transversal terms that are applicable to 
both the aviation and maritime domain, 
but it also utilizes domain specific terms 
when required to understand the role of 
organizational and contextual factors in 
contributing to unsafe human actions.
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Example of SHIELD application 
into a near miss scenario:
The scenario selected was a late alteration 
of course where the Officer of the Watch 
(OOW) did not alter course when required. 
Without corrective action, grounding 
would have occurred. 

This recently occurred near miss incident 
took place in one of SAFEMODE project’s 
end-user partners. Because of the 
significance of the near miss incident, the 
company conducted an investigation by 
following their own investigation process 
without any involvement from SAFEMODE 
partners. Then a separate workshop 
was organised to apply SHIELD based 
investigation into the same near miss 
incident. This allowed SAFEMODE partners 
to compare the performance of the SHIELD 
taxonomy to the existing procedure which 
used a standard HFACS approach. The 
following observations were made from 
this comparative assessment:

• SHIELD supported the investigators 
in capturing more factors than the 
traditional investigation process. 
SHIELD was able to capture 23 factors, 
while the investigation report only 
included information about 7 factors.

• Most of the factors were categorised 
under the “Act” or “Precondition” layers. 

• There were few factors categorised 
under “Operational Leadership”.

In order to visualise the captured 
factors from these investigations in a 
comparative manner, identified factors 
were mapped on the SHIELD Taxonomy 

Structure as shown in the diagram 
opposite. Categories captured by SHIELD 
process are highlighted in blue while the 
benchmark results obtained from the 
company’s own investigation process 
is highlighted in red. Clearly the SHIELD-
based approach enabled investigators to 
capture not only more factors but also 
helped identifying factors that belong to 
categories not usually captured in standard 
accident investigation.

At the end of the SHIELD-based workshop, 
the accident investigator of the company 
commented that the SHIELD Taxonomy and 
tool supported them to consider factors 
that they would not take into account 
otherwise. They also found the SHIELD tool 
very intuitive, with practical descriptions 
for the taxonomy items, which supports 
decision making of the investigators, leading 
to more accurate findings.
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FACTOR IDENTIFIED BY SHIELD

FACTOR IDENTIFIED BY CURRENT TAXONOMY

FACTOR IDENTIFIED BY SHIELD

FACTOR IDENTIFIED BY CURRENT TAXONOMY

FACTOR NOT IDENTIFIED IN THIS INCIDENT

“In order for us to improve our safety performance, good 
incident analysis is essential. The SHIELD taxonomy helps 
in classifying incident causations, and therefore informs 
effective interventions. In incident investigation, SHIELD 
strikes the right balance between required competence 
and consistent outcomes and with some modification 
can be applied at scale.”

Louis de Wolff, Director of HSQE
CalMac Ferries Limited

ACTS PRECONDITIONS ORGANISATIONOPERATIONAL
LEADERSHIP
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Safety performance has improved in the maritime industry, but 
there is no room for complacency. Accidents, whether large or 
small, can have tragic consequences, and it is imperative that 
we learn from them to prevent their recurrence, and to protect 
seafarers and passengers, and to safeguard the industry itself. 
The maritime domain has been using taxonomies for some 
time now, but the state-of-the-art SAFEMODE taxonomy, based 
on the best taxonomies available and adapted to the sea-going 
context, allows a range of users from investigators to designers 
to learn and distil more accurate and deeper Human Factors 
lessons from safety-related events. Early applications of SHIELD 
have shown that it is relatively straightforward to use, and does 
indeed lead to new insights that can better inform safety.

The SHIELD taxonomy is intuitive and, thanks to its easy to 
apply structure, guides users through the different layers of 
underlying Human Factors issues in a systematic manner. 
This enables even investigators with limited Human Factors 
background to be able to capture factors they would not be 
considering otherwise. Furthermore, the SHIELD taxonomy, 
when implemented across the maritime sector, has a great 
potential to generate currently missing Human Factors 
data from accidents, and will facilitate safety learning from 
safety-related events. It is therefore hoped that SHIELD can 
become a major tool in safety management in the maritime 
domain, protecting the future of passengers, seafarers, and 
the industry as a whole.

Conclusions 

“The SHIELD taxonomy offers an intuitive framework to effectively 
classify “human element” data. Thanks to its logical structure 
and detailed description of each element, SHIELD may help a 
data reporter in encoding data consistently. At the same time, an 
analyst can easily retrieve information on “human element” at a 
meaningful granularity.” 

Enrico Gironella - EMSA



For further information, see: 
safemodeproject.eu 
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